Abstract-A promising method to improve the performance of information retrieval systems is to approach retrieval tasks as a supervised classification problem. Previous user interactions, e.g. gathered from a thorough log file analysis, can be used to train classifiers which aim to inference relevance of retrieved documents based on user interactions. A problem in this approach is, however, the large imbalance ratio between relevant and nonrelevant documents in the collection. In standard test collection as used in academic evaluation frameworks such as TREC, nonrelevant documents outnumber relevant documents by far. In this work, we address this imbalance problem in the multimedia domain. We focus on the logs of two multimedia user studies which are highly imbalanced. We compare a naïve solution of randomly deleting documents belonging to the majority class with various balancing algorithms coming from different fields: data classification and text classification. Our experiments indicate that all algorithms improve the classification performance of just deleting at random from the dominant class.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the rapid development of tools and systems to create and store private video enabled people to build their very own video collections. Besides, easy to use Web applications such as YouTube and Dailymotion, accompanied by the hype produced around social services, motivated many to share video, leading to a rather uncoordinated publishing of video data [1] . Despite the ease with which data can be created and published, the tools that exist to organise and retrieve are insufficient in all terms (effectiveness, efficiency and usefulness). Hence, there is a growing need to develop new retrieval methods that support the users in searching and finding videos they are interested in. However, video retrieval is affected by the Semantic Gap [2] problem, which is the lack of association between the data representation based on the low-level features and the high-level concepts users associate with video.
Approaches to bridge this gap are to select [3] or construct [4] features (audiovisual or textual) that can be used to form an optimal search query. In [5] , we consider this relevance prediction problem as a supervised classification task. We aim at predicting the relevance of a multimedia document to a given search task by using different features to represent this document. The data collection which was used within this study consisted of many non-relevant and only a few relevant entities though. In order to train a classifier on an equal number of relevant and non-relevant documents, it is therefore required to exclude non-relevant documents from the training set. In this paper, we aim at comparing various techniques designed for balancing training sets in order to improve the algorithms classification success.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce work related to multimedia retrieval and balancing techniques. Then, we introduce our methodology in Section III and present our experiments in Section IV. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is embedded into the context of multimedia retrieval and preprocessing of training sets for automatic classification. In this section, we briefly introduce problems in the field of multimedia retrieval and further introduce stateof-the-art approaches to solve the problem of imbalanced data sets.
Multimedia Information Retrieval is a broad description of various retrieval modalities, such as image retrieval, video retrieval, music retrieval and cross-media retrieval. Different from text retrieval, documents in a multimedia collection are full of feature representations. These features represent different aspects, e.g. visual features of an image, and are therefore predetermined to be used as content-based retrieval source. Even though large improvements have been achieved to index these features on a large scale, content-based retrieval is facing the Semantic Gap [2] . Multimedia objects sharing similar low-level features do not necessarily represent similar concepts.
One approach to bridge this gap is to exploit user feedback to identify documents that match the user's interests. Different types of feedback have been studied, the most prominent being explicit (e.g. [8] ) and implicit (e.g. [9] ) relevance feedback. When giving explicit feedback, users are asked to judge the relevance of a given document. However, users tend not to provide sufficient feedback [10] , which is a big drawback in the approach. Another well-studied approach is to gather relevance evidence by analysing users' interactions with the retrieval interface. This approach of gathering implicit relevance feedback is based on the assumption that users will show different interaction patterns while interacting with relevant and non-relevant documents, respectively.
A big challenge is to identify the optimal document representation or to select the best features for a given query [11] which can then be used to exploit this feedback (e.g. [12] ). A novel approach of exploiting implicitly gathered data is to train a classifier of this implicit relevance feedback with the relevance of each document being used as class parameter. A problem, however, is that standard IR test collections consist of a large number of non-relevant and only a rather small number of relevant documents [13] . Hence, user log files will contain an imbalanced number of feedback given on according documents, a well-known problem in data classification.
Chawla et al. [14] differentiate between data-level and algorithm-level approaches to solve the problem of imbalanced data collections. Data-level methods perform modifications on the dataset before building a classifier [6] . These modifications consist of re-balancing the dataset by applying some techniques which have the advantage of controlling the data used for classification. However, this approach may lead to expensive computations. Algorithm-level approaches are classifier-specific and aim at biasing the training set, e.g. by giving weights to different classes in the training process [15] or adjusting the misclassification costs to more realistic values. Other approaches are to train a model using only the samples tagged with the minority class [16] or to apply classifierspecific techniques.
Chawla et al. [6] introduce the well-known SMOTE approach where a combination of over-and under-sampling is presented, resulting in an accuracy improvement for the minority class.
In [5] , we aimed at improving the retrieval performance by comparing different kind of features to represent shots in a video collection. We used these features for a supervised classification and performed a balancing technique prior training the classifiers. This method (to which we refer to as Alpha method) randomly removes as many non-relevant documents as necessary in order to have the same cardinality for relevant and non-relevant documents. In this work, we use the same kind of features and we focus on comparing several balancing algorithms: Alpha, SMOTE and distribution-based methods. Besides we add a baseline composed of results from classification without balancing.
III. METHODOLOGY A. Design of Experiments
In [5] , we exploited log files of two user studies [17] to construct two datasets which were used to train a classifier for relevance judgement: the first constructed dataset consists of Behaviour Features as suggested by Agichtein et al. [4] , containing continuous values. The second dataset consists of Vocabulary Features, containing a bag-of-words where each work is an integer representing a frequency. We created four datasets for each feature type, hereby denoted Topic 1, Topic 2, Topic 3 and Topic 4, respectively. All datasets contain a binomial class {relevant, non-relevant}, which is highly imbalanced.
In this work, we aim at testing six different balancing methods as a preprocessing step before classification. Thus, we compare the performance of three different approaches: Alpha, as introduced in [5] , performs under-sampling by randomly removing non-relevant documents from the collection; the well-known SMOTE algorithm, which is a state-of-the-art balancing method in data classification; and the distributionbased methods, which perform both oversampling and undersampling and, depending of the used probability distribution gives rise to different algorithms [7] .
We evaluate both the imbalanced and balanced datasets by performing a 5×2 CV with three different classifiers: NBayes, SVM and kNN. In the case of Vocabulary Features (see Section IV-A), we replace NBayes with Multinomial NBayes since this is the recommended classifier in literature [18] for text documents. Our main interest is two-fold: 1) analyse if balancing helps to outperform classification using both an imbalanced dataset and a random-based balanced dataset 2) statistically assess which of the compared balancing methods is more suitable for the multimedia IR problem Since we are dealing with skewed datasets, Accuracy is not an appropriate metric to measure the performance of the classifiers [19] . So the selected metrics are Precision and F 1 -measure of documents tagged with the minority class (relevant documents).
Finally, we compute statistical significance by performing a Wilcoxon signed rank test [20] with Conf. Level = 95% to compare all methods. Two sets of twelve values are used for the test. Each set is the joined output of the three used classifiers over each of the four topics.
B. Balancing methods
As mentioned above, we compared three different kind of balancing methods: SMOTE, Alpha and distribution-based methods.
SMOTE is a state-of-the-art algorithm which over-samples new instances of the minority class by creating new samples in the vector space between a minority class instance and one of its k nearest neighbours. Re-sampling of minority class documents is performed until the increasing minority class cardinality reaches the overall percentage as defined by the user. Formally, the sampling of a synthetic instance using the SMOTE method can be stated as follows: Let C be the binomial class such that C = {relevant, non-relevant} and a set of instances are not taken into account. Chawla et al. [6] suggest a random under-sampling process of the majority class, which we also applied in this work.
The Alpha method [5] refers to a parameter α that indicates the percentage of the difference between cardinality of classes to be reduced. Formally: Let r = cardinality of relevant documents and nr = cardinality of non-relevant documents. Computing dif f = nr − r, the number of non-relevant documents to be randomly removed is rem = (α/100) × dif f . Thus, α = 100 will result in a balance ratio (1:1).
Distribution-based methods perform several tasks on the training set. Given an input parameter P :
1) Re-sample minority class documents until reaching the predefined cardinality P .
Whenever the generated value for f i is less than 0, it is set to the minimum 0 since negative values would not make sense for our features.
In this work, we instantiate the distribution-based method to the four probability distribution previously examined in text-classification: Uniform [7] , Gaussian [7] , Poisson and Multinomial.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the previously introduced balancing methods, we exploit the log files of two different user studies [17] . In both studies, users were asked to interact with multimedia information retrieval systems and retrieve as many results as possible for four pre-defined search tasks. In both evaluations, the TRECVid 2006 video collection [21] was used where news video shots, the atomic unit of retrieval, are indexed based on the output of an automatic speech recognition system. A shot is defined as a part of the broadcast that has been created by a continuous recording from a single camera. The log files contained every key stroke and mouse click which was performed during this evaluation. They hence contain information how the participants of both studies interacted with relevant and non-relevant shots while using the system. In this section we first introduce the log files and then discuss the results after running the experiments introduced in Section III-A.
A. Datasets
For every search task, we converted the log file format to two different dataset representations. In the first dataset, we focus on behaviour features (see Table I ) such as a click to start playing the video shot or the playing duration. Therefore, we represent every behaviour feature together with the shot that the action was performed on in the dataset. The actual relevance of the shot to the given search topic is defined as the class. Table II provides an overview of this dataset. In the second dataset, we focus on vocabulary features. Therefore, we represent every shot in the log files together with the terms that are aligned to it. Some shots in the corpus do not contain any speech. Thus, no transcript is available for these shots. We therefore ignore these shots, which results in fewer instances in the dataset in comparison to the behaviour feature dataset. Again, the shot's relevance was used as class. Table  III provides an overview of the vocabulary feature dataset. The last column of these tables depicts the imbalance ratio for each dataset. A ratio of (1:n) means that for each relevant document, the dataset contains n non-relevant documents. We can see that Topic 4 is the most skewed dataset for both shot representations. Therefore, we expect that the imbalance problem affects classifiers more aggressively in this case.
B. Settings
The balancing algorithms under study in this paper rely on various parameter settings which will be introduced in the remainder of this section.
SMOTE uses the default parameters in Weka except for the percentage of minority class cardinality, which is set as the necessary percentage to get P minority class documents. Then, random under-sampling of the majority class is performed until P majority class documents remain. Distribution-based methods Uniform, Gaussian, Poisson and Multinomial need the input parameter P . If, for example, P = 500 then, for each training set, 500 relevant documents will be sampled from the corresponding distribution and non-relevant documents will be uniformly deleted until the training set contains 500 nonrelevant documents.
The Alpha approach needs parameter α which indicates the percentage of non-relevant documents to be randomly removed from the training set. We have set α = 100, what means that we remove as many non-relevant documents as necessary to have the same number of relevant and non-relevant documents.
Since our aim is not to oversample non-relevant documents but to create training sets with the same number of relevant and non-relevant documents, we cannot set P to a higher value Number of equal words in current query and last query of the cardinality of non-relevant documents in any training set in the cross validation process. For example, Topic 1 using Behaviour Features is a dataset with 5011 instances where about 4750 are non-relevant. Thus, since we perform stratified 5 × 2 CV, each fold will have 4750/2 non-relevant documents, requiring P not to be greater than that value. Since we wanted to use the same P value along the four topics compared, the maximum value used in our experiments is 2000 for Behaviour Features datasets and 1000 for Vocabulary Features datasets.
C. Results and Discussion
Table IV shows the mean precision P and F 1 -measure for classifiers NBayes, SVM and kNN after training the imbalanced datasets using two different kind of predictive features for video shots: Behaviour and Vocabulary features. We use these results as the baseline run to compare our results with. Tables V and VI list the computed precision and F 1 -measure using Behaviour and Vocabulary features representation for video shots and running balancing techniques over the datasets prior to classification. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the outcome of results using, for each kind of features, the maximum P value.
Balancing Vs. Non Balanced. In terms of precision, we conclude that SMOTE and distribution-based (Uniform, Gaussian, Poisson and Multinomial) balancing methods statistically outperform the baseline using the Behaviour Features datasets. In the case of Vocabulary Features datasets both Uniform and Gaussian distributions are an exemption though. Balancing method Alpha does not outperform the baseline, what could indicate that randomly under-sampling the training set alone is not effective. In terms of F 1 -measure, distribution-based methods under-perform. We interpret this in such as distributionbased methods increase Precision while losing Recall.
Distribution-based Vs. SMOTE. Using the behaviour features dataset, the Gaussian method significantly outperforms SMOTE, while the Multinomial method outperforms SMOTE using the vocabulary features datasets. This can be explained by the fact that the Multinomial distribution is designed to sample new text documents from existing ones. Besides, Behaviour Features are continuous values which cannot be modelled with this distribution, while the Gaussian Distribution is a quite general model which fits well to this dataset. SMOTE-balanced classifiers, however, result in a better F 1 -measure.
Value for P . We have performed balancing of training sets by transforming them into datasets with the same cardinality (P ) for both positive and negative classes (see Table VII ). We have found that the larger P is, the better SMOTE and distribution-based methods perform in terms of Precision. Besides, non-random distribution-based methods improve most with increasing P value. As mentioned above, P is limited by the majority class cardinality so the maximum possible value for P was 2000 for Behaviour Features datasets and 1000 for Vocabulary Features datasets. For future works where ratio (1:1) is not fixed, a larger study of P influence would be of interest.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
When users use an information retrieval system, their implicit actions while interacting with the system can be exploited to predict relevance of documents. As has been shown [5] , this feedback can be used to train a supervised classifier that effectively predicts such relevance. Considering classical information retrieval experiences, users will by far interact more with non-relevant rather than relevant documents. Thus, the main problem of using such feedback data is that they are highly imbalanced. In this paper, we addressed this problem by evaluating various balancing methods.
We have evaluated the performance of six balancing methods: state-of-the-art SMOTE (directed over-sampling and random under-sampling), Alpha (random under-sampling) and four distribution-based methods: Uniform, Gaussian, Poisson and Multinomial (directed over-sampling with replacement and random under-sampling). Our analysis (of logs obtained from interactive video retrieval user studies) suggest that balancing training sets using distribution-based methods result in a higher Precision in comparison to the other methods. More precisely, the Gaussian Distribution method provides the best balancing for continuous features (Behaviour Features) while the Multinomial Distribution method is best for text-based features (Vocabulary Features).
As future work, we propose to search for optimum ratios of (relevant : non-relevant) documents instead of fully balance training sets to ratios (1:1).
